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ACTIVITIES

OVERVIEW

First training workshop – January 18th - 23rd 2013, Lake Sunapee
The Global Lake Ecological Observatory Network (GLEON), via a grant from the National
The Lake Sunapee Protective Association (LSPA) played host to a cohort of graduate students and scientists

Science Foundation’s Macrosystems Biology program, supports a fellowship program for early career

involved in the first GLEON Fellowship training workshop. From January 18th- 23rd 2013, we had the opportunity to interact with

research scientists to learn techniques for analysis of high- volume datasets as well as how to conduct

each student, with members of the LSPA and members of the greater Lake Sunapee (New Hampshire, USA) community.

team science. Central to the program are the goals of developing effective collaboration skills and

The workshop and fellowship program were created to help early career scientists and graduate students to develop

actively engaging in existing networks of people, data, and technology on a global scale. (See diagram

bonds with other scientists, to build skills for doing “team science,” and to share and learn analytical skills for answering

below).

challenging research questions about lake ecosystem science using large datasets. While at the workshop, the cohort explored
datasets and developed research questions about how lakes and their functions vary across the United States, as well as over
time. We split into smaller working groups of our choice in order to develop a long-term research plan, which will direct the work
we do over the next year. A brief summary of the research outlined by each team is listed on table 1.

Table 1. Summary of research outlined by each working group during the 1st workshop

NLA Group

Research Questions

1.

What land use/land
cover characteristics
drive water quality
over
large
spatial
scales?

Data

Methods

Contributors

Jennie Brentrup
Amy Hetherington
Sam Oliver
EPA’s National Lakes Assessment
Vijay Patil
dataset, plus additional variables:
Use multiple regression and regression tree
Kirsten Winters
analysis to determine landscape drivers of
• Road density and proximity
Jake Zwart
variation
• Landscape position
Emily Read
• Political (management) boundaries
Kathleen Weathers
Luke Wislow
Paul Hanson

Time series group

A set of variables available from
globally distributed lakes from the
GLEON Network.

1. Does gas flux relate to
wind stress and
advection?

2. What is the
ecosystem/physical
response to
disturbance?

Variables:
Dissolved oxygen, photosynthetic
active radiation, relative humidity,
wind speed, wind direction, air
temperature and water temperature.
Lakes:
Acton, Annie, Crystal Bog , Lough
Feeargh,
GribSoe, Hampen So,
Mendota, Müggelsee,
Sparkling bog, Rotoiti, Rotorua,
Sparkling, Sunapee, Taihu
Trout Bog, Trout,
Vedsted Sø, Yuanyang

Remote distributed collaboration and team science

Two main models will be used in this investigation
to study the relationship of wind shear and
convective mixing to the gas transfer velocity (k),
and the subsequent consequence of diﬀerent
values for lake metabolism and CO2 emissions in a
range of lakes worldwide.

1) Cole and Caraco (1998) to estimate k as a
function of the concentration gradient between
water and atmosphere with a wind derived
exchange coeﬃcient.
2) Read et al.(2012) to estimate k based on
wind shear and convective mixing.

Richard Woolway
Aline Jaimes
Emily Nodine
Hilary Dugan
Jessica Corman
Ari Santoso
Vijay Patil
Jake Zwart
Luke Winslow
Kathleen Weathers
Emily Read
Paul Hanson

Diagrams of data and processes

NLA group

Time-series group

Assigning
team
leaders

Maintaining
communication

NLA Group:

Outlining
specific task
and working
groups:

Integrating
information

Generating
summaries
/reports

Kirsten Winters

Vijay Patil

Time series
group:

Above: EPA NLA- Characterization of lakes, watersheds,
and water quality

Above: Conceptual model of physical and biological components
contributing to dissolved oxygen (D)) variability in a lake. (Diagram by
Richard Woolway )

Richard
Woolway

Ongoing work and future directions
Aline Jaimes

 We have completed multiple regression and
regression
Students have gained experiences and skills in:







analyses

of

landcover/landuse effects on water quality.

 We

Programming in the R language

tree

have

template

scripts

that

allow

Model design for spatial analysis and time series analysis

analyses to be easily run and modified by

Effective strategies for project management in a virtual environment

all group members

Evaluating and responding to cross-disciplinary issues
Leadership skills for team science

 We

19 lakes within the GLEON network.

 We have obtained
from

data

the proper permission

providers

compiling

with

GLEON-data use policy.

 We structured a model using a series of

are developing distributed computing

functions coded in R to estimate lake
metabolism

gigabyte) datasets in R

coefficient calculated from wind and

have

a

completely

by

using

1)

exchange

open-source

convective mixing; and 2) exchange

framework in place to complete all of our

coefficient calculated from wind mixing

analyses

alone. Gas transfer velocities.

(which

facilitates

free

 Future

directions are focus on

building upon the central goals of

tools for quickly analyzing large (multi-

 We
Above: Diagram illustrating the use of specific communication platforms to continue a well defined remote collaboration
among fellows whose home institutions are located in different cities and countries.

 We have acquired a robust dataset from

collaboration).
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the fellowship program through
workshops, remote collaboration,
participation on meetings, and
publications.

